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A NOTE ON THE CHARACTERISTIC POLYNOMIALS OF CERTAIN MATRICES william t. reid
The purpose of this note is to establish the following theorem on matrices with elements in an arbitrary field %.1 In particular, I denotes the «X« identity matrix; 0 is used for the zero matrix, square or rectangular, its dimensions being clear in each case from the context. The determinant of an wX» matrix Af(X) with elements in %(K), the ring of polynomials in X with coefficients in is denoted by M(X) I ; in particular, if M is an n X« matrix with elements in then \I-M\ is the characteristic polynomial of M.
Theorem. If A is an n~X.ni matrix, and D is an nXn matrix, then in order that \\I-AB\ =\\I -AB-D\ for arbitrary mXn matrices B it is necessary and sufficient that D be nilpotent and DA = 0. In particular, if C is an mXn matrix, then in order that \\I-AB\ = \ \I-A(B + C) I for arbitrary mXn matrices B it is necessary and sufficient that A CA = 0. 
